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Finance is crucial for cities in Asia and the Pacific to grow sustainably. This briefing note provides practical information on current climate-related fund 
flows, and sources of private finance that can help cities bridge the investment gap in building urban resilience and enabling a low-carbon development.

 KEY HIGHLIGHTS

Public funds are largely insufficient 
to meet the requirements of building 
sustainable urban infrastructure.

The private sector, as an investor and 
beneficiary, can play an important role in 
closing the financing gap. 

Some private finance instruments include 
blended finance, debt financing through 
bonds, climate smart public private 
partnerships, and insurance facilities. 

Cities Development Initiative for Asia 
(CDIA) supports cities in identifying 
viable projects and developing project 
preparation studies (PPS), and helps 
cities connect with downstream funders, 
typically multilateral development banks 
as well as bilateral agencies with the aim 
to expand cities’ traditional funding pool.  
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Cities Development Initiative for Asia is a multi-donor trust fund managed by Asian Development Bank (ADB) and  
co-implemented with Agence Française de Développement (AFD). It works closely with secondary cities in Asia and the Pacific 
to prepare bankable and sustainable infrastructure investments. CDIA, in collaboration with local authorities, identifies the city’s 
most pressing infrastructure gaps, following which it develops project preparation studies (PPS) for infrastructure investments 
that can be funded by downstream agencies. It also integrates institutional strengthening and capacity building to ensure 
sustainability and successful implementation of proposed projects. 
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Introduction 
Cities in Asia-Pacific are rapidly expanding, although infrastructure 
growth in the region has been uneven, and in some cases poorly 
planned. Climate linked events such as increasing temperatures, 
extreme and erratic precipitation, higher category cyclones, 
and changes in water supply across the region are expected to 
significantly impact cities in terms of their ecology, infrastructure, 
businesses, and people who contribute to and are dependent on 
these assets and services. According to the ADB, Asia needs an 
annual investment of $1.7 trillion in infrastructure until 2030 to 
maintain its current growth, address poverty, and respond to climate 
change. 

CDIA acknowledges the need for climate change to be integrated 
at the preparatory stages of each project to help build urban 
resilience and low-carbon development. Apart from offering project 
preparatory assistance, CDIA also supports cities in accessing 
finance to operationalize their projects. The aim of this briefing 
note is to highlight the climate investment needs of cities in 
Asia and the Pacific and outline emerging sources of private 
sector finance that city stakeholders can examine  to facilitate 
climate action at scale in urban development projects.

Key themes

Briefing notes are also available for: 1 Flooding and stormwater management  2 Urban renewal 
3 Solid waste management 

The note is also targeted at financing intermediaries looking to broker or facilitate private sector 
financing opportunities or public private partnerships.

Who is this meant for? 
This briefing note is designed for city officials to help them understand the following: 

1) Current finance flows for urban infrastructure resilience and low-carbon development;
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3) The current barriers that cities need to overcome to create an enabling
environment to improve finance for urban climate resilience; and

4) The role that project preparation facilities like CDIA can play in helping
cities overcome some barriers.

2) Different mechanisms and sources of private sector finance that can be
developed and accessed;
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Houses at a Khlong Saen Saeb, Bangkok, 
Thailand. Rapid growth in urban 
populations in many cities across Asia 
has led to a proliferation in construction 
in climate-vulnerable areas.

In this briefing note, "$" refers to United States dollars.

https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/publication/227496/special-report-infrastructure.pdf
https://cdia.asia/resources/
https://cdia.asia/resources/
https://cdia.asia/resources/
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Defining the challenge
How does climate change impact urban 
development in cities? 

The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 
estimates a gap of USD $1.8 – 2.4 trillion in annual financing for 
low emission, climate-resilient infrastructure globally, the majority 
of which is needed in cities. It is now well recognized that public 
funds are largely insufficient to meet the requirements of building 
urban infrastructure more sustainably. 

Many cities in Asia and the Pacific grapple with financial 
challenges such as limited resources, lack of financial capacity, 
limited autonomy in how funds are spent, and competing uses for 
available finance. Many of these bottlenecks are also institutional 
and political, especially in developing and emerging economies. 
There is an urgent need to involve the private sector to close the 
financing gap. 

The private sector is a crucial economic driver in cities through 
the provision of infrastructure, goods, services, and employment 
opportunities. Businesses are also susceptible to climate risks, 
which can in turn impact cities’ functioning. The private sector, 
therefore, is an investor and a beneficiary in a city, and needs to 
contribute more effectively to enable low-carbon, climate-resilient 
development in close conjunction with the public sector.

Defining private sector finance

Private sector finance refers to the provision of finance 
for 1) managing climate risks and facilitating a low carbon 
transition for the public and private sector, and 2) ensuring 
future investment flows by private sector prioritize climate 
resilience and low carbon development.

Identifying private actors

Private sector actors could be capital providers, investors, 
market facilitators, financial intermediaries, project 
developers, implementers, operators or investees,  
or beneficiaries of a project. 

Defining Climate finance

Urban climate finance refers to resources directed to 
activities limiting city-induced GHG emissions or aiming to 
address climate-related risks faced by cities, contributing 
to resilience and low carbon development. 
 
(Source: Climate Policy Initiative 2021).

Implications for project preparation: Developing bankable projects that can access funding

CDIA receives 
funding support 
from Austria, 
European 

Union, France, 
Germany, Republic 
of Korea, Rockefeller 
Foundation, 
Switzerland, United 
Kingdom, and Urban 
Climate Change 
Resilience Trust Fund.

Secondary cities in 
Asia and the Pacific 
are eligible to apply to 
CDIA for support.

CDIA intervenes at 
the early stage of 
project preparation. 
Building on a city’s 

initial plans and vision, CDIA 
helps cities identify viable 
projects and develop project 
preparation studies.

Once a bankable project has 
been clearly articulated, CDIA 
can better help cities connect 
with downstream funders, 

typically multilateral development 
banks (such as ADB) as well as 
bilateral agencies (such as AFD) to 
ensure these projects get funded. CDIA 
can also help cities prepare projects 
earmarked for private sector financing 
such as blended finance, PPPs, and 
similar financing arrangements.

Image: chanwangrong

Hundreds of factories in Thailand 
were flooded during the extreme 
flooding of November 2011

https://unfccc.int/sites/default/files/resource/SCF Forum 2019 report_final.pdf
https://www.climatepolicyinitiative.org/publication/an-analysis-of-urban-climate-adaptation-finance/
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Current urban climate finance flows 

Investments in cities typically include individual consumer 
spending, public revenue, transfers from higher levels of 
government, grants from donors, multilateral funds, and loans 
(from public financial institutions or private finance initiatives). 
While climate finance flows are often tracked at the global and 
national levels, tracking climate finance at the city level continues 
to be a challenge because of limited information on project-level 
investments across cities. As a result, few studies are able to 
provide accurate data on climate-linked urban expenditure. 

One recent effort is by the Cities Climate Finance Leadership 
Alliance (CCFLA)1. According to CCFLA, an estimated $384 billion 
was invested annually on urban climate finance globally between 
2017 and 2018. Domestic private finance was the largest source 
of this investment (see Figure 1) and a sizeable portion came 
from household expenditure on private electric vehicles and 
energy efficiency initiatives in buildings. Domestic commercial 
finance was a relatively smaller component of this expenditure. 

However, this trend is less reflective of cities in developing and 
emerging economies. In Asia, for instance, the public sector is 
the largest investor of infrastructure according to ADB, with 
funds for low-carbon development and climate resilience efforts 
coming jointly from domestic agencies, multilateral development 
banks (MDBs) and donors as part of official development 
assistance efforts.

2 Out of the $384 billion estimated on average in 2017-2018, the Alliance was able to capture whether capital was sourced from public or 
private actors for $221 billion. This corresponds to combined project-level data and capital expenditure estimates that were traced with enough 
granularity. Lack of detailed project-level data, especially in key sectors such as urban transport and buildings, limits a deeper understanding of 
the most significant actors participating in closing the investment gap for cities

1 The Cities Climate Finance Leadership Alliance is a multi-scale, multi-stakeholder network of stakeholders committed to scaling up finance for 
urban climate action by 2030. 

Source: Cities Climate Finance Leadership Alliance, 20202
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Figure 1: Urban climate flows by providers, annual global average 2017-2018 ($ billion)
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https://www.citiesclimatefinance.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Part-1-l-The-Landscape-of-Urban-Climate-Finance-FINAL.pdf
https://www.citiesclimatefinance.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Part-1-l-The-Landscape-of-Urban-Climate-Finance-FINAL.pdf
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/publication/227496/special-report-infrastructure.pdf
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Mechanisms and sources of private sector finance for low-carbon,  
climate-resilient urban development 
The following section includes a selection of mechanisms and sources for private sector finance. 
These are not mutually exclusive and are often used in conjunction with each other, as well as 
other funding mechanisms, to develop innovative instruments to finance sustainable urban 
projects.

Use of blended finance 

Blended finance was identified as a financial investment vehicle 
in 2015 during the UN-led Addis Ababa Action Agenda of the 
Third International Conference on Financing for Development. 
It is a mechanism by which public finance is strategically used 
to mobilize additional funding. Blended finance has increasingly 
been used to attract private investments in climate-linked funds 
and projects in developing countries. Investors are incentivized 
to get involved through guarantees which include mechanisms to 
reduce, share, and transfer risk to these investments.

Blended finance can operate with multiple sources of funds (debt, 
equity, grants), and can be used for both mitigation and adaptation 
projects. Blended finance instruments are also flexible across a 
range of business models such as public-private partnerships 
(PPPs) and Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs).

The Green Climate Fund (GCF) finances projects at the national 
and local level through Accredited Entities (AEs) which can be 
public or private agencies. The GCF makes use of blended 
finance by working closely with AEs and bundling and aggregating 
projects that, taken individually, would not be of sufficient size 
to interest private capital. The GCF also has a four-pronged 
approach for cities to drive implementation at scale. One of the 
stated approaches is, “de-risking3 a pipeline of low-emission 
climate-resilient urban investments through blended finance and 
improving cities’ access to international and domestic capital 
markets.” 

Resource for cities: GCF guide for funding cities, buildings, 
and urban systems 

Debt financing through Bonds 

While bank lending is the predominant mechanism to scale up 
investments in cities, bonds can play a key role in attracting 
long-term institutional investors. Bonds also address the maturity 
mismatch related to long-term project lending. Cities can make 
use of different types of bonds.  

	� Catastrophe bonds: Catastrophe bonds are high-yield 
bonds, sponsored by municipal governments and issued by 
reinsurance companies. These bonds pay out in the event of 
a catastrophe and are triggered when specific disasters hit 
a city. These can help cities bridge the protection gap during 
climate-linked extreme events and save cities from re-routing 
finances meant for other development objectives in the event of 
a disaster.
	� Green municipal bonds: Green bonds can be used as an 
instrument to finance low carbon, climate resilience projects 
in cities. For smaller green projects that do not require 
substantial funding, financial intermediaries can aggregate a 
number of projects that can be collectively funded. To make 
these bonds attractive to investors, costs associated with its 
rating and certification need to be rationalized. Only cities with 
fiscal capacity to borrow can raise bonds. Also, the complex 
procedures involved in issuing a municipal bond remain its 
biggest hurdle. 

Resource for cities: Climate Policy Initiative Guide for city 
level policy makers to access green bonds

  3De-risking pertains to improving the risk/return profile of climate investments in projects in order to attract participation from the private sector.

Image:Piyawat Nandeenopparit

Nature based Solutions such as 
mangrove planting can protect 
coastal urban areas from flooding 
and storm surges.

https://www.idfc.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/blended-finance-a-brief-overview-october-2019_final.pdf
https://www.greenclimate.fund/document/sectoral-guide-cities-buildings-and-urban-systems
https://www.climatepolicyinitiative.org/publication/green-bonds-guide-city-policymakers-developing-countries/
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‘Climate smart’ Public Private Partnerships (PPPs)

PPP arrangements are those in which the public sector invites 
private sector organizations to finance, develop, and/or manage 
infrastructure projects. Private funds can be secured as equity 
or debt, and returns are recouped from future revenue streams 
linked to these projects (such as tariff for water supply projects). 
PPPs are typically developed for large-scale, capital-intensive 
projects. Under PPPs, both the public and the private sectors 
share investment risks by allocating these risks to the party best 
able to manage them.

To ensure PPPs are climate compatible, city governments need 
to proactively mainstream climate resilience into infrastructure 
planning by undertaking climate risk and vulnerability 
assessments, identifying projects that relate to their climate 
commitments, and prescribing design elements that address 
climate risks and promote low-carbon development. In addition, 
the public sector can explicitly factor climate resilience in existing 
PPP policy frameworks and mandate the inclusion of climate risk 
and resilience in PPP procurements. Financial risk mitigation 
instruments such as insurance schemes can also be included to 
better address climate risks in PPP contracts.

Resource for cities: World Bank’s Public-Private Infrastructure 
Advisory Facility (PPIAF) is one of the few facilities that supports 
countries in strengthening policies, regulations, and institutions 
that enable sustainable infrastructure with private-sector 
participation.

Insurance facilities

Insurance is a key mechanism to transfer risk and can be 
bundled as part of existing climate resilience finance to bridge 
the protection gap for urban communities and assets in case of 
disaster contingencies. In many cases, bilateral and multilateral 
development agencies offer concessional finance in developing 
countries to subsidize the cost of insurance premiums to 
governments.  

	� Parametric insurance: Under a parametric insurance scheme, 
beneficiaries receive a pay-out with a specific disaster event 
identified as a trigger. The size of the pay-out is tied to the 
magnitude of the event rather than a post-disaster evaluation of 
losses. Cities can benefit from parametric insurance schemes 
because of its relatively simple structure, quick payouts when 
risk thresholds are reached, and its focus on specific hazards 
(like floods or cyclones) which sidestep challenges linked to 
multi-hazard modelling. Parametric schemes are typically 
administered by a regional or central government authority and 
sometimes supported by donor agencies. 
	� Risk pooling: City risk pooling is one mechanism for cities 
in a region with differing climate vulnerabilities to access 
post-disaster finance. National or regional authorities play 
a coordination role, and such pools are often supported by 
bilateral and multilateral agencies that bring in insurance 
providers. For example, the Philippine City Disaster Insurance 
Pool which involves ten cities was designed by Philippines 
Department of Finance and supported with technical 

assistance from ADB. The cities were selected based on their 
geographic location, data availability, and approach to disaster 
risk management. The World Bank has also supported the 
government of Indonesia in establishing a Pooling Fund for 
Disasters. It is meant to centralize the coordination of funds 
to government and impacted communities during disasters. 
Over time the Pooling Fund is expected to leverage domestic 
and international insurance and capital markets to improve its 
financial capacity. 

Resource for cities: The InsuResilience Investment Fund, is 
an initiative of KfW, the German Development Bank. It is aimed 
at improving access to and the use of insurance in developing 
countries with a specific focus on micro, small, and medium 
enterprises (MSME) and low-income households. While the fund 
is not exclusive to cities, it has financed local insurance firms as 
well as projects in cities in Columbia, India, and Georgia.

https://ppiaf.org/
https://ppiaf.org/
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/publication/479966/philippine-city-disaster-insurance-pool-summary.pdf 
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/publication/479966/philippine-city-disaster-insurance-pool-summary.pdf 
https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/feature/2021/11/17/how-indonesia-strengthened-its-disaster-response-with-risk-finance-and-insurance
https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/feature/2021/11/17/how-indonesia-strengthened-its-disaster-response-with-risk-finance-and-insurance
https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/feature/2021/11/17/how-indonesia-strengthened-its-disaster-response-with-risk-finance-and-insurance
https://www.insuresilienceinvestment.fund/
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Barriers to private sector finance and the need for the  
public sector to create an enabling environment 
There are several barriers that cities face in accessing private 
sector finance: 

	� Cities, especially in developing countries, struggle to identify 
the risk and return profiles of climate projects. Adaptation 
interventions have high upfront costs with limited clarity on 
returns as adaptation benefits accrue over long periods and 
adaptation outcomes are not always clearly defined.   
	� The capacity of municipalities to integrate risk reduction 
components into their programs, and to access funding, is 
limited. These factors also limit private sector confidence in 
investing. 
	� Cities may struggle to conceptualize and develop investor-ready 
bankable projects of sufficient size and quality.
	� Private investors are often not aware of sustainable urban 
infrastructure opportunities at the subnational level and their 
financial products not tailored to the needs of city governments.
	� Cities also need additional requirements, such as time and 
project preparation resources, to package projects for private 
sector financing.
	� Investments in adaptation are relatively harder to access. The 
list to the right presents barriers specific to private adaptation 
finance.

Public sector agencies, including national and local governments, 
national development banks and international development 
agencies can help cities in better accessing private finance by 
putting in place relevant informational and regulatory measures 
such as: 

	� setting out coherent climate related policies and targets;
	� providing access to climate risk data and information;
	� developing and embedding consistent taxonomies for green 
finance;
	� offering project preparation assistance; and
	� providing financial guarantees and concessional finance to 
encourage urban private sector investments.

Political Will
Political commitment and 
champion to support the 

PPP agenda.

Institutions and 
Governance

Who does what, 
jurisdictions, processes, 

and standardization.

Project Teams
Sophisticated skills for high 
quality project preparation, 
procurement, and contract 

management.

Figure 2: Three ways governments can create the conditions 
for successful PPPs

Source: World Bank,Transport for Development

Image: Odua Images

The World Bank, for instance, outlines three factors needed 
to create the right conditions for PPP projects: the presence 
of political will, institutions and governance mechanisms, and 
strong technical teams (see Figure 2). 

Barriers to private investments in adaptation

	� Financial barriers: adaptation-specific financing 
challenges related to, e.g., long-time horizons and high 
upfront investments, as well as non-adaptation specific 
issues such as budget constraints and/or lack of access 
to credit.
	� Information barriers:  information and knowledge gaps 

pertaining to climate change, potential impacts, and 
adaptation options.
	� Institutional barriers: general shortcomings in institutional 

arrangements and governance, in the public and/or 
private space.
	� Policy and regulation: adverse effects of policy and 

regulation on the business motivations to invest in 
adaptation.
	� Technological barriers: lacking availability of or access to 

advanced technologies, tools and structures.
	� Social and cultural barriers: social and cultural processes 

that inhibit stakeholders’ reactions to climate change.
	� Internal capacity barriers: non-optimal internal 

management and operational capabilities to meet goals.

Source: Pauw et al. A focus on market imperfections can help governments mobilize 
private investment

https://blogs.worldbank.org/transport/three-ways-governments-can-create-conditions-successful-ppps
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/17565529.2021.188533
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/17565529.2021.188533
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Role of project preparation facilities in supporting  
cities access private finance
Support during upstream stages

Project preparation facilities can help cities in the upstream stage 
by ensuring the following capacity, information, and participation-
linked barriers to private involvement are addressed: 

	� Ensure private stakeholders are involved early on in project 
development discussions;
	� Invite relevant private organizations to participate in the 
development or upgrade of city policies and plans;
	� Ensure public and private stakeholders (and not just project 
beneficiaries) have access to available climate risk and 
vulnerability studies;
	� Work with cities on their coordination with national governments 
in creating an enabling environment through efforts such as 
developing green taxonomies or providing regulatory and 
financial assistance (like setting up financing facilities and 
financial risk guarantees); and 
	� Initiate early discussions with funding agencies like ADB or 
the World Bank who are involved in providing concessional or 
blended finance, and piloting market-based mechanisms for 
infrastructure and disaster resilience in Asia and the Pacific. 

Facilitate access to technical resources

	� Project preparation facilities interested in helping cities access 
private finance need to either possess, or sub-contract, experts 
with requisite technical skills on private project financing. 
Financial instruments like bonds, insurance pools, PPPs etc. 
are sophisticated mechanisms that require strong technical, 
financial, and legal skills, as well as a good understanding of 
which markets have the requisite regulatory environment to 
support such efforts.

Image: Dmitry Rukhlenko

View of Mumbai skyline with 
skyscrapers over slums in 
Bandra suburb.
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Resources for project preparation 
Current financing mechanisms for cities (including Asia and the Pacific), and where they are available.  

The International Municipal Investment Fund 

	� Beneficiaries: cities and local governments globally 
	� Fund objective: reimbursable funds to finance investment 
projects and programs of general interest
	� Funding mechanism: bespoke fund designed and set up by 
UNCDF and UCLG. Fund managed by Meridiam, a private 
asset manager, with a target capitalization of € 350 million 
at first closing. The initiative includes a Technical Assistance 
Facility to provide technical assistance to cities to help them 
finalize their investment project and, where necessary, 
strengthen their capacity to access credit so that their 
investment project can be presented to the Fund Manager, 
Meridiam, with the best chance of success.
	� Fund amount: investment projects of less than $25 million
	� More information: https://www.uncdf.org/article/6060/
international-municipal-investment-fund--technical-assistance-
facility

The Breathe Better Bond Initiative

	� Beneficiaries: cities in Africa, Asia, Central/ South America
	� Fund objective: projects that reduce air pollution and 
greenhouse gas emissions (e.g., waste, solar generation, and 
electrification of transit etc.)
	� Funding mechanism: the initiative is under development by 
International Finance Corporation who will bring together the 
actors such as city, state, or special purpose vehicle to issue a 
bond. It includes a technical assistance package that includes 
capacity building for cities focused on identifying sources of 
air pollution, project pipeline preparation, and strengthening or 
improving enabling conditions. Identified projects will be funded 
(in part) with proceeds from a bond issuance. Investments can 
be structured as either equity or debt depending on the local 
context and need. 
	� More information: https://www.climatefinancelab.org/project/
breathe-better-bond/

Subnational Climate Finance (SCF) Initiative

	� Beneficiaries: cities in Africa, Asia, Brazil, Central/ South 
America, India
	� Fund objective: finance and sustainability certification of mid-
sized sub-national infrastructure projects (including sustainable 
energy, waste & sanitation, and nature-based solutions)
	� Funding mechanism: SCF is a blended investment vehicle. 
SCF will provide blended equity, while sourcing commercial 
debt and equity financing from international and domestic 
investors. The Fund anticipates this capital will be invested in 
a portfolio of around 40 sub-national infrastructure projects. 
Deals are sourced through a Technical Assistance Facility 
(TAF) which ensures standard governance, reporting, and local 
government capacity building to strengthen local regulations 
and enforcement of contracts. 
	� Fund size: target fund goal of $750 million
	� More information: https://www.climatefinancelab.org/project/
sub-national-climate-finance-initiative/

Cooling as a Service (CaaS) 

	� Beneficiaries: public and/or private customers in Africa, Asia, 
Central / South America
	� Fund objective: pay-per-service model for clean cooling 
systems 
	� Funding mechanism: Basel Agency for Sustainable Energy 
(BASE), Kigali Cooling Efficiency Programme (K-CEP) are 
proponents of CaaS. As part of this initiative, a cooling system 
service provider can sign an agreement with one or several 
customers. Under the contract, the provider (or a financier) 
owns the equipment and commits to maintenance, repairs, and 
utility bill payment. Customers do not pay an upfront cost for 
equipment and installation, but instead pay a fee per ton hour of 
refrigeration consumed. The service helps city limit emissions 
from air conditioning and cooling systems. 
	� More information: https://www.climatefinancelab.org/project/
cooling-service/

InsuResilience Solutions Fund

	� Beneficiaries: national or regional (including city) government 
bodies in developing countries
	� Fund objective: the fund is an initiative of KfW. It is aimed at 
providing funding and expertise to support the development of 
climate risk insurance solutions, with a focus on resilience of 
poor and vulnerable households.
	� Funding mechanism: the Insuresilience Solutions fund 
provides grant-based co-funding and advisory support to 
partnerships between public entities, private companies in the 
insurance sector, and non-government organizations to develop 
climate risk insurance concepts into products ready for market 
placement. The partnerships are expected to match the grant 
funding in-kind and/or as a financial contribution.
	� Fund size: up to €2.5m in grants
	� More information: https://www.insuresilience-solutions-fund.
org/

Image: CW Pix

https://www.uncdf.org/article/6060/international-municipal-investment-fund--technical-assistance-facility 
https://www.uncdf.org/article/6060/international-municipal-investment-fund--technical-assistance-facility 
https://www.uncdf.org/article/6060/international-municipal-investment-fund--technical-assistance-facility 
https://www.climatefinancelab.org/project/breathe-better-bond/
https://www.climatefinancelab.org/project/breathe-better-bond/
https://www.climatefinancelab.org/project/sub-national-climate-finance-initiative/
https://www.climatefinancelab.org/project/sub-national-climate-finance-initiative/
https://www.climatefinancelab.org/project/cooling-service/ 
https://www.climatefinancelab.org/project/cooling-service/ 
https://www.insuresilience-solutions-fund.org/ 
https://www.insuresilience-solutions-fund.org/ 
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Case study

Restoration Insurance Service Company 
(RISCO): Pilot implementation in the 
Phillipines

The challenge 

Coastal regions in Asia-Pacific have approximately 46% 
of the world's mangroves. Yet mangroves are declining 
globally. In Southeast Asia, aquaculture, rice cultivation, 
palm oil expansion and coastal developments are some 
of the primary drivers of mangrove loss. Mangroves act as 
bio-defenses and can substantially reduce flood damage to 
coastal communities and properties. Mangroves can also 
store carbon and provide mitigation benefits. However, the 
benefits of mangroves have not been adequately priced, and 
they continue to be perceived as free ecosystem services. As 
a result, mangrove protection is not prioritized and has been 
dependent on scarce government and philanthropic funding. 
According to the Climate Finance Lab, if mangroves are not 
valued for their coastal protection benefits, their continued 
decline can expose up to 18 million more people to floods 
and cost up to $82 billion annually in damages to coastal 
properties. According to UNISDR, between 2000 and 2010, 
insurers paid out more than $300 billion for coastal damages 
from storms.  

The Solution 

The Restoration Insurance Service Company (RISCO) has been 
set up to undertake mangrove conservation and restoration in 
partnership with local communities. Conservation International 
Foundation (CI) is the proponent of RISCO. Pilots have been 
planned in five countries, including Philippines, Malaysia, 
Indonesia, Mexico, and Brazil. Sites where mangroves provide 
high flood reduction benefits will be selected and the adaptation 
and mitigation benefits will be modelled and quantified.

Funding mechanism: RISCO will rely on a blend of grants, 
equity, and loans in the initial phase to pilot the approach. It hopes 
to be self-financing in 3-5 years with two revenue streams, the 
insurance sector and carbon credits.

	� Insurance companies are expected to pay an annual fee for 
these services by incorporating mangroves’ risk reduction value 
in its products. 
	� RISCO also aims to generate and sell blue carbon credits to 
organizations seeking to meet voluntary or regulatory climate 
targets and utilize its mitigation value.  

Role of RICSO: In addition to securing initial financing, RISCO 
aims to support the initiative by identifying viable project sites; 
coordinating and contracting insurance partners; and undertaking 
mangrove conservation and restoration interventions with local 
stakeholders. Key stakeholders include coastal communities, 
coastal asset owners, women’s groups, local or national 
government agencies who are carbon credit holders, and finally 
insurance providers and carbon credit buyers.

Pilot project in Manila and Palawan 

Philippines is deeply vulnerable to climate change. Typhoons, 
storms, and floods account for around 80% of the total 
losses from disasters. Each hectare of mangrove plantation 
is estimated to provide benefits of up to $3,200 per year in 
direct flood reduction to residential and industrial properties. 
The targeted sites for RISCO in the Philippines include the 
province of Palawan and Manila Bay.  

Impact: The RISCO is expected to protect 4,000 hectares of 
mangroves in the Philippines and mitigate more than 600,000 
tons of CO2 through avoided emissions and sequestration 
while providing social benefits.
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https://www.climatefinancelab.org/project
https://www.undrr.org/publication/global-assessment-report-disaster-risk-reduction-2011
https://www.climatefinancelab.org/project/coastal-risk-reduction/
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What Can Cities Expect From CDIA Projects?
	� City stakeholders can familiarize themselves with CDIA’s 
climate risk management framework. This approach aims 
to assess and manage climate risks in the design of urban 
projects, to ensure a city follows a pathway towards long-term 
resilience.
	� At first, CDIA will discuss the city’s climate priorities with 
different city stakeholders, review key documents such as 
climate change plans and screen the project for climate risks. 
	� Depending on the outcome of this initial screening phase, CDIA 
may choose to conduct a climate resilience workshop, and/or 
draft a comprehensive climate vulnerability and risk assessment 
for the city. 
	� The risks and impacts identified in the assessment will be 
factored in the design of the project’s specifications.

 
CDIA’s approach and processes are designed to enable effective 
and efficient collaboration with cities. It has linked 103 cities; with 
downstream infrastructure financing estimated at $12.2 billion. 
CDIA has a strong capacity building component and is a vehicle 
for knowledge sharing among partner cities. The trust fund also 
maintains strong links with a broad range of development partners 
throughout the region. 

Image: monolog

Balikpapan City, Indonesia. 
CDIA prepared project 
preparation studies for 
improved solid waste 
management in the city.

This briefing note was developed in collaboration with the  
Climate and Resilience Hub,WTW.  

It was produced thanks to the support of the Agence Francaise de 
Développement and Expertise France.  
Its contents are the sole responsibility of CDIA
© 2022 Cities Development Initiative for Asia.

To collaborate with CDIA and apply for support, you can visitcdia.
asia website or write to CDIA at cdia_info@cdia.asia. 
Visit our Interactive Webpage to learn about our focus on 
resilience.  
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